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"Dream of a Garden"

Finished Size: 56.5" x 67.5"

Quilt designed by Patricia Bravo for Art Gallery Fabrics

All seam allowances are 1/4”. Please read all directions before beginning and press carefully after each seam.

Fabric Requirements: “CHIC BLOOMS” COLLECTION

Fabric A: 1/2 yd. of CB-705
Fabric B: 1/2 yd. of CB-702
Fabric C: 1/2 yd. of CB-703
Fabric D: 1/2 yd. of CB-701
Fabric E: 1/2 yd. of CB-707
Fabric F: 5/8 yd. of CB-700
Fabric G: 3/4 yd. of CB-704
Fabric H: 5/8 yd. of CB-706

The estimate for the fabrics of the binding assumes that long strips are pieced.

Cutting Directions:

For fabric A cut:
One rectangle 15 1/2” by 24 1/2”.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric B cut:
Two strips 24 1/2” by 7 1/2”.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric C cut:
Two strips 29 1/2” by 8 1/2”.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric D cut:
Two strips 20 1/2” by 5 1/2”.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric E cut:
Two strips 20 1/2” by 5 1/2”.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric F cut:
Two strips 9 1/2” by WOF.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric G cut:
Four strips 4 1/2” by WOF.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

For fabric H cut:
Eight strips 2” by WOF.
Eleven 3 1/2” squares.

Quilt Top Assembly:

(sew right sides together)

Sew the two strips of fabric B to the longest sides of fabric A central rectangle. Add, on the top and bottom, the two fabric C strips. Press open on each step.

Piece aside one strip of fabric D to one of fabric E to make a longer strip. Make another set. Sew them to the two sides of the finished rectangle, one with the fabric E up and the other with the fabric E down.

Sew the two fabric F strips to the top and bottom of the finished rectangle. Piece aside two fabric G strip to make a long strip. Make another set. Sew them to the sides of the finished rectangle, placing the seam exactly on the seam of fabrics D and E to match. Trim the excess.

Piece two fabric H strips to make a longer strip. Make another three sets. Sew two strips to the sides, placing the seam exactly on the fabric G seam to match and trim the excess. Sew the remaining two to the top and bottom in the same manner. Trim excess.

To make the strip borders, sew one long strip by adding one square of each fabric in consecutive order, until you have 17 squares. Make another set. Fold each in half, marking the center. Place each strip centered on the top and bottom of the finished rectangle. Sew. Trim the excess.

Sew one long strip by adding one square of each fabric in consecutive order, until you have 22 squares. Make another set. Fold each in half, marking the center. Place each strip centered on the sides of the finished rectangle. Sew. Trim the excess. Please pay attention to the sequence of the fabrics and their placement to avoid repetitions on the corners.

Layer, quilt and bind as desired.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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